
  Kristin Keith:Hello all!! Where is everyone from? 

  Jean Rowley:Huntington Beach CA.  Hi Kristin! 

  Barb Borgwardt:Wisconsin;  Hello everyone! 

  Amanda Saxman:Pittsburgh 

  Cathy Shide:Illinois 

  Jean Rowley:Go Steelers Amanda! 

  Elizabeth Joyce:Reston, Virginia 

  Jean Rowley:Hi Barb! 

  Amanda Saxman:Yes! 

  Kris Gushue:virginia   

  Robin Borges:Rhode Island 

  Jess Heasley:CA 

  Victoria Peacock:Lake View, NY 

  Claudia Sever:West Palm Beach, Florida 

  Margaret Hesketh:Wellington, New Zealand 

  Jennifer Thorsten:Charleston, South Carolina 

  Kathleen Morris:Fairfax, VA 

  Claire Hiller:Illinois 

  Lori Souza:Bristol, Rhode Island 

  Sheila Brookshire:Sheila Brookshire Asheville NC, but currently in Charlotte 

  Tara Donnelly :Binghamton, NY 

  Kathy Trosvig:Everett WA 

  Sallie Kaan:Sallie Kaan, Pittsburgh, A 

  Maria Guadalupe  Ramirez-Silva:Maria Guadalupe Ramirez-Silva: Dallas TX 

  Danielle Seabold:Danielle Seabold, Kalamazoo, MI 

  Margaret King:Margaret King Hackensack, NJ 

  Laurie Eyre:Laurie Eyre Fairfield Iowa 

  Kathleen (Kathy) Quinn:Walled Lake, MI 

  Elaine Lockard 4:Elaine Lockard: Vienna, VA 

  Vanessa Mozayani:Will this be recorded? 

  Renu Massa:Vernon Hills, IL 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:Norma Gordon Brookline, MA 

  Lauren Hinton:NYC 



  LA VERNE MITCHELL:La Verne Mitchell, Queens Village, NY 

  Jeff Barrett:Bloomington, IL 

  Jon Wilhelm:Carterville, IL 

  Shelly Gibson:Gastonia, NC 

  Tanya Rivers:Silver City NM 

  Debbie Schluben:Overland Park KS 

  Mary Shaw-Lewis:Charlotte NC 

  Alesia Moldavan:Fordham University, New York, NY 

  Dan Davila:Fort Lauderdale, FL 

  Amy Youngblood:Amy, MIssouri 

  Molly Russell:Windham, ME 

  Lisa Kowalski:Belleville IL 

  Margaret King:I am not getting the poll. I get the window but no words. 

  Margaret King:Margaret King I am not  

  Jeff Crawford:Spokane WA 

  Kris Gushue:Well informed  

  Kristin Keith:Margaret, If you don't see the next poll, you may need to log out and back in... 

  Margaret King:yay! 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:will the slides be available? 

  Kristin Keith:Not the slides, but we will post a recording to the webinar 

  Renu Massa:can you remove the cloud 

  Kristin Keith:Renu, this is in the packet that is available above 

  LA VERNE MITCHELL:Yes, please remove the cloud so we can read the entire problem. 

  Margaret King:I am not getting the poll questions in the window 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:did anyone think students might just plots points in a pattern - no straight 
edge? 

  Kristin Keith:Margaret..I'm not sure why that would be if you see everything else.  My only suggestion 
is to log out and back in if you want to see the polls.  (We only have 1 more poll) 

  Victoria Peacock:@Norma Borenstein-Gordon, I was actually thinking that might be the case.  FInd the 
point at $9 then work backwards in a -50 cent pattern 

  Margaret King:Thank you Krisitn. I did what you suggested. 

  Kristin Keith:Hopefully it helps :) 

  Lisa Kowalski:I love how she started with what do you notice.  There are no wrong answers.  Ensures 
everyone can get started. 



  Margaret King:I like that she made a personal connection of their going to the New York State fair. 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:I think adding student initials gives students more ownership in the 
conversation. 

  Victoria Peacock:The video at the beginning is a nice way to engage her students (clearly they have 
heard about her kiddo during the year) but it lets everyone have a peek at what a ride at state fair looks 
like so the context isn't hanging them up. Everyone saw what a state fair ride looks like.  

  Sallie Kaan:By using a Notice and Wonder she gives access to everyone.  Everyone can notice 
something! 

  Tanya Rivers:'can't be wrong if you are noticing'--creates a safe space to share ideas 

  Maria Guadalupe  Ramirez-Silva:She provided enough visual context for students with limited 
background experiecne. 

  Mary Shaw-Lewis 2:Asked students what did they notice 

  Debbie Nelson:giving a nod to "others think like you" is waking up the meta cognitive 

  Jon Wilhelm:Starting with the video was a good way to grab their attention and make a connection 
right away. 

  Margaret King:I like that she chose the first few students then had the students choose. 

  Elaine Lockard 4:The students can share their thoughts. 

  LA VERNE MITCHELL:Her approach/launch allowed multiple entry points for the students.  There were 
no wrong answers.   

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:launch with humor and personal connection engages 

  Melissa Schumacher:Has students call on each other, so she's not always picking the same ones 

  Kris Gushue:I did not see the video 

  Maria Guadalupe  Ramirez-Silva:TEacher provided choice for students to engage or not in the sharing 
activity. 

  Claudia Sever:Most kids have been in a kid ride so the video clip can connct to the students' previous 
experiences 

  Kathy Trosvig:no Wrong  answers 

  Margaret King:If you  ntocie something the answer is not wrong. 

  Tara Donnelly :By asking students to identify what they notice rather than what they know, the teacher 
is encouraging students to discern patterns and make observations.  

  Renu Massa:Topic... most kids like going to the fair.  Liked the video... child having fun.  Explained her 
expectations up front.  Wanted students to share out and gave them credit fo it.  No wrong answers if 
you notice it. 

  Victoria Peacock:Fairs are fun! Lowering the affective filter makes the task less threatening! 

  Alesia Moldavan:Yes. There was no "risk" in participating. 

  Sallie Kaan:Thinks the graph is proportional.   



  Lisa Kowalski:He is thinking proportionally.  One ticket is 8.50 on the graph, so 4 tickets must be 8.50 x 
4. 

  Renu Massa:Exactly 

  Jess Heasley:He is thinking that the relationship is proportional. 

  Kathy Trosvig:There is no entry fee, you only pay for the ride tickets 

  Tanya Rivers:since 1 ticket is 8.50 on the graph, using proportional reasoning to determine cost of4 

  Mary Shaw-Lewis 2:1 ticket costs 8.50 

  Melissa Schumacher:He knows that if he knows the cost of 1 ticket, he can multiply it by 4 to find the 
total cost.  

  Lori Souza:one tixcket is $8.50 , so four tickets are $34 

  LA VERNE MITCHELL:That each ticket costs the same amount 

  Victoria Peacock:1 ticket was $8.50, therefore 4 tickets are 4x8.50.  

  Sheila Brookshire:No initial cost to attend the fair 

  Kathleen (Kathy) Quinn:He's trying to relate it to what he already knows. 

  Annette Roskam 2:do I need to do something special to see the videos? they didn’t play on my phone 
or on my ipad. 

  Kathleen (Kathy) Quinn:She's treating them each as proportional 

  Victoria Peacock:She found the unit rate of each ticket, found the average of the three, then used 
repeated addition to find the cost of 4 tickets 

  Kristin Keith:Anette, You shouldn't need anything extra. 

  Kristin Keith:Did you try to log out and back in? 

  Tanya Rivers:they seem to have found the average cost and then found the cost of 4 tickets at the 
average cost 

  Tara Donnelly :Students appear to think that the relationship between cost per ticket and total amount 
spent is fixed, rather than a rate of change relationship. Serenity is trying to find the "average cost" 

  Lisa Kowalski:Again, thinking proportionally, but starting with 10 tickets. 

  Maria Guadalupe  Ramirez-Silva:Students are following a formulaleant without understanding 

  Melissa Schumacher:They're finding the average cost of each ticket for each amount of tickets and then 
averaging them. 

  Claudia Sever:She thinks that the price per ticket changes depending the amount that was purchased 
so to find the answer she calculates the average 

  Victoria Peacock:I wonder why she found the average . . . 

  Annette Roskam 2:thanks, Kristin. yes, I tried two different devices. during videos there is no sound or 
picture. 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:Prices changing with quantity is a good real-world connection 

  Margaret King:The video keeps freezing. 



  Kathleen (Kathy) Quinn:Is everyone else's video pausing periodically? 

  LA VERNE MITCHELL:Yes, Kathleen.   

  Kristin Keith:I'm not sure what could be you to not be able to view the videos 

  Tanya Rivers:yes, video freezes periodically. 

  Jess Heasley:The student was very creative and she was getting somewhere. 

  Margaret King:She asked questions to clarifying the students' thinking. 

  Sallie Kaan:Productive struggle! 

  Sheila Brookshire:Walked away in order to keep them thinking 

  Shelly Gibson:Give the students think toe and allow them to struggle with the problem 

  Debbie Schluben:Ask what their solutions/quantities represent in context to point them back to the 
constraints in the problem 

  Maria Guadalupe  Ramirez-Silva:She provides them with an opportunity to continue working though it. 

  Dan Davila:Allow productive struggle 

  Tara Donnelly :Mrs. Massotti is acking students to explain their reasoning and procedures for solving. 
She walked away from the students to give them some productive struggle time to think about why 
their particular solution did not work to explain the prompt 

  Melissa Schumacher:She asked them how they knew, and she pointed out conflicts with the given 
information. Once it was clear what they needed to do, she walked away so they could do it on their 
own. 

  Mary Shaw-Lewis 2:Wanted student to be able to communicate their thinking 

  Debbie Schluben:Walk away so they have to look to themselves for the answer instead of her 

  Jon Wilhelm:If she gave her the answer then the students would always look to the teacher for the  
answer instead of the class discussion to figure it out. 

  Margaret King:She walked away becasue she wanted the students to keep thiking and persevere in 
problem solvoing. 

  Tanya Rivers:asked questions to determine thinking and then walked away after asking a 'big question' 
for the group to consider. had them pointing in the right direction 

  Alesia Moldavan:She didn't want to be the answer key! She wanted students to engage in conversation 
with one another...not just her. 

  Claudia Sever:She asks questions and asks students to corroborate their answers with the data given 
(problem description, graph, etc) 

  Victoria Peacock:asked probing questions to determine what they were thinking and that her 
impressions are correct or incorrect. Then she steers them in the right direction but let's them be 
independent.  She assesses their thinking, then advances their thinking and walks away 

  Elaine Lockard 4:She asked them to explain how they got their answers.  She supported their methods 
but made them verify their answers with the plotted points. 



  Lisa Kowalski:She made sure they had just enough information to correct their thinking, then walked 
away. 

  Willie  Neil:She asked clarifying questions and allowed the students to productively struggle to make 
meaning considering the new or existing information presented 

  Kristin Keith:I'll talk to my IT guy tomorrow about the video issue..doesn't do much good for 
tonight..but hopefully I can fix it in the future 

  Victoria Peacock:She has clearly set up the classroom culture so that they DO NOT rely on her for 
answers 

  Debbie Nelson:freed up cognitively....love that! 

  Kristin Keith:M can you see it this time? 

  Debbie Nelson:determine and then share some as the teacher 

  Jess Heasley:I ask student if we can share thier mistakes. 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:said "none" since case by case 

  Victoria Peacock:@Jess Heasley, I agree with you 

  Elaine Lockard 4:I would let the class know what common mistakes are often made. 

  Kathleen (Kathy) Quinn:Once students hear the correct answer there's a tendency to tune out. 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:Safe class culture of sharing errors and corrections so important! 

  Tara Donnelly :Victoria and Jess, I agree with your input. If a particular mistake or strategy is popular 
among students,  I think it is crucial to address these misconceptions whole class. I recently watched a 
video where a teacher highlighted her "favorite mistakes" from tests and homework, and shared these 
with students  whole class.  

  Jess Heasley:My favorite No .... great video 

  Tanya Rivers:daijhor was able to articulate how he knew the original answer was incorrect 

  Kris Gushue:having trouble viewing what is sent 

  Victoria Peacock:If a lot of kids thought 4 tickets were $34 and there were multiple strategies among 
student groups for getting the right answer, then students may find that some strategies are more 
efficient than others without the teacher dictating the strategy 

  Margaret King:Agreed 

  Victoria Peacock:AMEN! Save time in the long run! It's an investment 

  Dianne Mayberry:Where is the best place to find the tthe rich questions that promote and lend 
themselves to the 5 pracitces? 

  Sallie Kaan:Thanks Peg! 

  Danielle Seabold:Thank you! have to run to an IM webinar that is starting now. 

  Kathleen (Kathy) Quinn:Thank you, Peg! 

  Norma Borenstein-Gordon:Thank you - the book is fantastic BTW!  

  Claudia Sever:The last slide about students' personal challenges was very powerful. Thansks 



  Sheila Brookshire:Excited to learn about the book specifically for Middle School 

  Liza Bondurant:thank you  

  Tara Donnelly :Thank you, Peg! 

  Margaret King:Yay! look forward to using the elementary book. Don't want to rush sporing and 
summer, but fall can't come fast enough. 

  Victoria Peacock:Thank you! :) 

  Jean Rowley:Thank you!! 

  Elaine Lockard 4:Thank you both! 

  Shelly Gibson:Thank you! 

  Renu Massa:thank you.  it's been very helpful.  

  Margaret King:Thank you Peg. 

  Lisa Kowalski:Thank you! 

  Dianne Mayberry:So the books include good questions? 

  Cathy Shide:Thank you 

  Debbie Nelson:will you put up Peg's web address again 

  Margaret Hesketh 2:Thank you 

  Jeff Barrett:Yes, thanks! 

  Maria Guadalupe  Ramirez-Silva:Thank you! 

  Lauren Hinton:Thank you Peg 

  Barb Borgwardt:Thank You!! 

  Jess Heasley:Pick me...picke me for the book. 

  Dianne Mayberry:oops do the books include good questions 

  Laurie Eyre:great, can't wait for the high school book 

  Amy Youngblood:Thank you! 

  Alesia Moldavan:This was wonderful. Thank you! 

  Kathy Trosvig:thnak you 

  Robin Borges:Thank you 

  Kathleen Morris:thank you, Peg! Looking forward to the elementary edition!! 

  Renu Massa:Congratulations. 

  Kristin Keith:kkeith@nctm.org 

  Jean Rowley:Congrats Claudia! 

  Jess Heasley:Thank you 

  Lauren Hinton:Congrats! 



  Shelly Gibson:Congrats Claudia 

  Jon Wilhelm:Appreciate all your work.  Thanks! 

  Tanya Rivers:Thanks! 

  Margaret King:CO ngratualtions 

  Willie  Neil:congrats Claudia! 

  Shelly Gibson:bye 

  Renu Massa:Thanks. you too 

  Lori Souza:thanks 

  Wilma Kozai:congrats Claudia 

  Debbie Nelson:The book gift if great! Will be purchasing a copy this week. Cheers 

 


